STEP 5. Bring Up The Rear.

READ THIS BEFORE YOU BEGIN

1. Cement (28) to Body, then (29) to (30) and to Body. Cement (28) to Body, then (29) to (30) and to Body.
2. Cement (H 31) and (H 32) together then to (28).
3. Cement (H 33), (H 34) and Two Parts (35) into Position.
4. Cement (H 36), (H 37) and (38) to Body.
5. Assemble Both Belly-Boards Parts (H 39), (40) and (41) Install Boards in Racks (42) and Cement to Top.
6. Install Antenna (H 43) to examine your Micro-Mini Engine use your Handy Magnifying Glass.

If you have any questions or comments, call our hotline at: (800) 833-3570
or, please write to:
Revell Inc Consumer Service Department, 1850 Howard Street Unit A, Elk Grove Village, Illinois 60007
Be sure to include the plan number (85174510200), part number, description, your return address and phone number.
Visit our website: www.revell.com

1. CEMENT PARTS (1), (2), AND (3) TOGETHER; CEMENT VAN MAN TO PART (4).
2. CEMENT (5) TO (6).

STEP 2. Front Things First.

1. CEMENT (7) AND (8) TO (9).
2. PLACE DO NOT CEMENT HINGE (5) ON INTERIOR THEN CAREFULLY CEMENT INTERIOR IN BODY. DO NOT LET CEMENT TOUCH (5) OR THE DOOR WILL NOT OPEN.
3. CEMENT (+10) TO BODY. THEN (11) TO (12) AND TO BODY.

STEP 3. Wheeling Along.

1. PRESS ONE (13) ON (14). SLIDE (14) THROUGH (15) AND PRESS ON OTHER (13). ASSEMBLE GOODBOOT TIRES. PLACE ON (13) AND CEMENT (+16) TO (13).
2. ASSEMBLE REAR WHEELS IN THE SAME WAY USING PARTS (17), (18) AND (+19) AND HS-BLOTTATION TIRES.
3. CEMENT (+20) TO (+21) TO (+22). CEMENT (23) TO (+22). CEMENT ENGINE TO PART (15).


1. CEMENT BODY TO CHASSIS.
2. CEMENT (24) TO (+25) THEN (+25) TO BODY.
3. CEMENT (26) AND (27) TO BODY.
**STEP 1. Get A Head Start.**

1. CEMENT PARTS (1), (2), AND (3) TOGETHER; CEMENT VAN MAN TO PART (4).
2. CEMENT (5) TO (6).

**STEP 2. Front Things First.**

1. CEMENT (7) AND (8) TO (9).
2. PLACE DO NOT CEMENT HINGE (5) ON INTERIOR THEN CAREFULLY CEMENT INTERIOR IN BODY; DO NOT LET CEMENT TOUCH (5) OR THE DOOR WILL NOT OPEN.
3. CEMENT (+10) TO BODY, THEN (11) TO (12) AND TO BODY.

**STEP 3. Wheeling Along.**

1. PRESS ONE (13) ON (14). SLIDE (14) THROUGH (15) AND PRESS ON OTHER (13). ASSEMBLE GOODBOOT TIRES, PLACE ON (13) AND CEMENT (+16) TO (13).
2. ASSEMBLE REAR WHEELS IN THE SAME WAY USING PARTS (17), (18) AND (+19) AND HI-BLOTATION TIRES.
3. CEMENT (+20) TO (+21) TO (+22). CEMENT (23) TO (+22). CEMENT ENGINE TO PART (15).

**STEP 4. Puttin' Things Together.**

1. CEMENT BODY TO CHASSIS.
2. CEMENT (24) TO (+25) THEN (+25) TO BODY
3. CEMENT (26) AND (27) TO BODY.

**Paint:**
- HEAD - FLESH
- MUSTACHE - BROWN
- GLASS RIMS - SILVER
- SHOULDERS, ARMS HANDS - FLESH
- STEERING WHEEL - BLACK
- SEAT - DARK BROWN
- PARKING LIGHTS - AMBER
- LICENSE PLATE RIM - SILVER
- WOODEN BUMPER - FLAT WOOD TAN
- DO NOT CEMENT HINGE
- FLAT BLACK
- FLAT BLACK

**Kit 1745 - Page 2**
STEP 5. Bring Up The Rear.

READ THIS BEFORE YOU BEGIN

• Study the assembly drawings.
• Each plastic part is identified by a number.
• In the assembly drawings, some parts will be marked by a star (*) to indicate chrome plated plastic.
• For better paint and decal adhesion, wash the plastic parts in a mild detergent solution. Rinse and let air dry.
• Check the fit of each piece before cementing in place.
• Use only cement for polystyrene plastic.
• Scrape plating and paint from areas to be cemented.
• Allow paint to dry thoroughly before handling parts.
• Any unused parts may be discarded.

READ THIS BEFORE YOU BEGIN

HOG WILD HERE…AND I'M REALLY HERE TO HELP YOU GET MY NEW FRIEND VAN MAN TOGETHER. I MEAN, HE MAY NEVER BE BOTHERED WITH THE "FRIZZIES," BUT I FIGURE A FELLA WHO CAN SPORT A MEAN MUSTACHE AND FLASH A DECENT "VIE" HAS GOT TO HAVE A LOPPA GOOD IN HMA. BEFORE WE START, LET ME GET SOME OF THIS MINUTIAE STUFF OFF MY HANDS.

1. CEMENT (28) TO BODY. THEN (29) TO (30) AND TO BODY. 2. CEMENT (* 31) AND (* 32) TOGETHER THEN TO (28). 3. CEMENT (* 33), (* 34) AND TWO PARTS (35) INTO POSITION. 4. CEMENT (* 36), (* 37) AND (38) TO BODY. 5. ASSEMBLE BOTH BELLY-BOARDS PARTS (* 39), (40) AND (41) INSTALL BOARDS IN RACKS (42) AND CEMENT TO TOP. 6. INSTALL ANTENNA (+43). TO EXAMINE YOUR MICROMINI ENGINE USE YOUR HANDY MAGNIFYING GLASS.

If you have any questions or comments, call our hotline at: (800) 833-3570 or, please write to:
Revell Inc Consumer Service Department, 1850 Howard Street Unit A, Elk Grove Village, Illinois  60007
Be sure to include the plan number (85174510200), part number, description, your return address and phone number.
Visit our website: www.revell.com
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